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Davena Nived

Davena Nived is a player character played by Kai.

Davena Nived
Species: Iromakuanhe
Lineage: Sund Wakir
Gender: Female

Age: 20 AR
Height: 5'10
Weight: 150

Organization: Astral Vanguard
Occupation: Frame runner

Rank: Martulri
Current Placement:

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'10
Mass: 150
Measurements: 35-30-34

Build and Skin Color: Davena is tall and athletic, but on the curvy side for an Iromakuanhe. She has
Chocolate brown skin, though it is a lighter shade, close to that of milk chocolate.

Eyes and Facial Features: Davena has a rather heart-shaped face, with smooth, rounded cheeks and
chin. Her eyes are almond-shaped, and yellow, like many of those from her Caravan.

Ears: (Horns) Davena's horns are thin and graceful, curving gently in and back, before going straight up
and ending in a rounded point which turns slightly outward.

Hair Color and Style: Davena's hair is long and straight, bushing out slightly near the bottom before
curving back inwards around the small of her back. It is almost snow-white,with just a hint of cream to it.

Distinguishing Features: Long, white hair, graceful horns.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Davena is, as per her training, stoic and devout when the time calls for it. However, when
she is off duty, or among close friends and acquaintances, she opens up, revealing a warm and caring
personality that is quick to make friends. Davena can be a bit of a tease, as she has what is considered
an attractive physique and is aware of said fact, though she normally only acts such in jest or in order to
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acquire information or items which would otherwise be difficult to come by.

Likes: VANDR, Space, Gualmayans, Runyeans, well cooked Floatcrab
Dislikes: Pirates, Raiders, bandits, the weak-willed, and Live Floatcrabs.
Goals: To serve with Distinction, or, barring that, to open some kind of restaurant in space.

History

Family

Aunt: Bahiyya Farouk Uncle: Mahir Farouk Cousin: Mu'tasim Farouk

Pre-RP

Davena is a member of the Farouk caravan. She never knew her parents, as they had been killed by
bandits when she was an infant. While part of the caravan, none of the other members were capable of
taking care of her as a young child, and so her early years were spent in the Monastery. As she matured,
she began to visit the caravan regularly, most often staying with her aunt and uncle, whom had a
somewhat older son named Mu'tasim. Davena looked up to her cousin, and saw him as a role model,
even though their interactions were infrequent and rarely lasted more than a few days at a time.

As she grew, Davena heard that her cousin had joined the Temple guard, and made that her goal as well,
entering into training not long after he had despite being younger. While in training, Davena learned to
be her own person, no longer chasing at the hem of her cousin's cloak, and soon showed herself a fast
learner, capable warrior, and devout holder of the dreamer Vigil.

She would go on to prove herself in the war of reclamation as a Haidan VANDR pilot and temple guard,
though she is still far from reaching her ultimate goals.

Skills

Davena has all the skills Necessary of a Frame Runner and Temple Guard

Inventory

Davena Nived has been given the Standard issue items from the Astral vanguard, as well as the Temple
Guard Uniform
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Finances

Davena Nived is currently a Martulri in the Astral Vanguard.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
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